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Estuaries and Coastal Wetlands
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Estuaries

l An estuary is a partially enclosed body of
water formed where fresh river water mixes
with salt water

l Influenced by tides
l Protected from full force of waves, winds

and storms by the barrier islands, reefs, etc.
that define an estuary’s seaward boundary
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Origin of Estuaries

l Drowned river mouths
l Bar-built
l Tectonic
l Fjord

4Four types of estuaries

Estuaries
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Coastal Plain Estuaries
Coastal Plain Estuaries
(drowned rivers) are
formed by the sea level
rising and filling an
existing river valley.
Examples of this are the
Chesapeake Bay in
Maryland and the harbor
in Charleston, South
Carolina
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Tectonic Estuaries
Tectonic Estuaries are
caused by the folding
or faulting of land
surfaces. These
estuaries are found
along major fault
lines, like the San
Francisco Bay area in
California.
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Bar-Built Estuaries
Bar-built Estuaries form
when a shallow lagoon or
bay is protected from the
ocean by a sand bar or
barrier island. Examples
of these are found along
the Eastern Seaboard and
the Gulf Coast of North
America.
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Fjords
Fjords are U-shaped
valleys formed by glacial
action. Fjords are found in
areas with long histories of
glacier activity, like
northern Europe, Alaska
and Canada.
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Water Mixing in Estuaries

lVertically mixed (or well mixed)

lSlightly stratified (or partially mixed)

lSalt wedge

lHighly stratified
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Salt-Wedge Estuary
(river-dominated)

Examples: Mouths of Mississippi, 
Hudson and Rivers
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Vertically or Well-Mixed Estuary
(tide-dominated)

Examples: Shallow estuaries such as 
Chesapeake and Delaware Bays
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Slightly Stratified orPartially
Mixed Estuary

Examples: Puget Sound and San Francisco Bay
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Highly Stratified or Fjord-Type
Estuary

Examples: Glaciated coastal mountains
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Estuarine Water Budget
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Positive Water Balance Estuary
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Negative Water Balance Estuary
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Coastal Wetlands
l Ecosystems in which the water table is close to

the surface
l Occur along margins of estuaries and other

protected shore areas - swamps, tidal flats,
marshes and bayous

l Highly productive ecosystems and nurseries
l Salt marshes and mangrove swamps are most

important types
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Salt Marshes
l Form in shallow, quiet water, where water is salty

and still enough for suspended sediment to settle out.
l Some of the most productive lands in the world;

produce so many nutrients that their influence can be
seen far out into the coastal ocean water.

l Based on one plant, the Saltmarsh Cordgrass, which
helps stabilize the environment so that other plants
and animals move in. Other plants add color and
variety to the marsh.
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Mangroves
lMangroves take over from salt marshes in tropics and

sub-tropics, filling many of the same functions,
although not as productive.
l Dense, spreading roots of the mangrove trees provide

shelter for fish, reptiles and insects.
l Thick foliage gives birds places to nest or perch while

searching for food.
l Mangroves also help protect the shorelines from

erosion.
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Texas Estuaries
There are 7 major and 4 minor bay and estuary systems

distributed along ~370 miles of the Texas Gulf
Coast.

(1) San Antonio Bay and the Guadalupe Estuary
(2) Matagorda Bay and the Lavaca-Colorado Estuary
(3) Galveston Bay and the Trinity-San Jacinto Estuary
(4) Corpus Christi Bay and the Nueces Estuary
(5) Aransas Bay and the Mission-Aransas Estuary
(6) Baffin Bay and the Upper Laguna Madre, plus South Bay and

the Lower Laguna Madre
(7) Sabine Lake and the Sabine-Neches Estuary
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Laguna Madre
l Protected by Padre Island (160 km long)
l Tidal range is 0.5 m; very little tidal action
l Very shallow, hypersaline lagoon
l Large seasonal changes in T and S
l 5 - 32oC and 2%o to over 100%o; generally above

50%o.
l Sea water flows through inlets as a surface wedge

over the denser lagoon water
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A Rising Tide Along the Coast

lAbout 155 million people (53%) live in U.S. coastal counties
comprising about 11% of the land area of the lower 48 states.

lRoughly 1,500 homes are lost to erosion each year.

lNearly 180 million people visit the U.S. coast every year, and 
coastal states account for 85% of U.S. tourism revenues. The
tourism industry is the nation’s largest employer.

l71% of annual U.S. disaster losses are a result of coastal storms.

lClose to 350,000 homes and buildings are located within 150
meters of the ocean.Within 60 years, one out of every four of those
structures will be destroyed.


